Eye movements during rapid pointing under risk.
We recorded saccadic eye movements during visually-guided rapid pointing movements under risk. We intended to determine whether saccadic end points are necessarily tied to the goals of rapid pointing movements or whether, when the visual features of a display and the goals of a pointing movement are different, saccades are driven by low-level features of the visual stimulus. Subjects pointed at a stimulus configuration consisting of a target region and a penalty region. Each target hit yielded a gain of points; each penalty hit incurred a loss of points. Late responses were penalized. The luminance of either target or penalty region was indicated by a disk which differed significantly from the background in luminance, while the other region was indicated by a thin circle. In subsequent experiments, we varied the visual salience of the stimulus configuration and found that manual responses followed near-optimal strategies maximizing expected gain, independent of the salience of the target region. We suggest that the final eye position is partially pre-programmed prior to hand movement initiation. While we found that manipulations of the visual salience of the display determined the end point of the initial saccade we also found that subsequent saccades are driven by the goal of the hand movement.